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Abstract. P-selective sets are used to distinguish polynomial time-bounded reducibilities on VP;
In particular, we consider different kinds of “positive’* reductions; these preserve membersLip
in NP and are not a priori closed under complements. We show that the class of all sets which
are both P-selective and have positive reductions to their complements is B. This is used to show
that if DEXTf NEXT, then there exists a set in NP- P that is not positive reducible to its
complement. Various similar results are obtained. We also show that P is the class of all sets
which are both p-selective and positive truth-table self-reducible. From this result, it f&lows that
various naturally defined apparently intractable problems are not p-selective unless P = NP.

1. Introdustion

The purpose of this paper is to study relationships between certain polynomial
time-bounded reducibilities on the class NP. Our goal in such research is to
contribute to an understanding of the relative difficulty of computation ffor combinatorial problems in NP. The notion of “p-selective” set will be the principal aid
to this study. (Definitions will be given in Section 2.) P-selective sets were introduced
in [ll] and derive from a concept in recursive function theory due to Jockusch [4].
Recent research in this area [S, 7,8,11] suggests that NP may have as rich a
structure with respect to polynomial time-bounded reducibilities as does the class
of recursively enumerable sets with respect to the various effecti\re rediucibilities
of recursive function theory.
We will be concerned with some of the deterministic polynomial time-bounded
reducibilities studied in [6]. In particular, we are interested in distinguishing those
reducibilities that preserve membership in NP and that are not a priori closed under
complements from those reducibilities that are by definition closed under complements, and therefore presumably do not preserve membership in NP. To this end,
a new reducibility, polynomial time positive reducibility, will be defined in Section
* This research
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3 This is not the same as the positive reducibility defined in [6], which the reader
may recall is a restriction of polynomial tims truth-table reducibility, and which
wc will here call polynomial time positive truth-table reducibility. One reason we
ive for introdr;mg here yet another reducibility notion is that the development
of polynomial time truth-table reducibilities is very complex and abstract. On the
other hand, we hope to show that polynomial time positive reducibility is a very
natural and reasonab1.y elegant notion.
We will show that polynomial time positive reducibility preserves membership
P. We will prove: that polynomial time positive reducibility is strictly weaker
than polynomial time positive truth-table reducibility, and that reductions of the
tatter kind can be characterized as reductions of the former kind in which, given
an input word, a list of all plossible oracle queries can be independently computed
in polynomial time.
Among the major results to be proted are the facts that p-selectivity is preserved
by polynomial time positive truth-table reductions, and that every polynomial time
pos&ive truth-table degree containing a p-selective set consists of a single polynomial
time many-one degree. We will show that if P # NP, then no polynomial time
uth-table complete set in NP is p-selective. In addition, we will show
# NEXT, then there exists an NP polynomial time truth-table degree
not equal to P which consists of at least two polynomial time positive degrees. If
an even stronger assumption is made, namely, (NEXT n coNEXT) - DEXT is not
empty, then a result of Wilson [Id] can be applied in order to obtain two sets in
NP- P that are polynomial time truth-table equivalent but not polynomial time
positive truth-table equivalent.
Techniques for obtaining sets in NP that are p-selective and for obtaining sets
in NP that are not p-se!ective will be given. As will be indicated, new techniques
for constructing both kinds of sets can lead to important results about the structure
of NP. One consequence of our technical results here, together with ideas from
Schnorr [lo] and Meyer-Paterson [9], is that none of the combinatorial problems
of comma-.. interest, those which apparently cannot be solved in polynomial time,
are p-selecti vc unless they can be solved in polynomial time. These include the
NP-complete problems, the PSPACE-complete problems, graph isomorphism, and
integer factoring.

efinitions and notation

Unless otherwise stated, all sets are assumed to be over the finite alphabet
1z:= (0, I}. A tally language is a subset of the alphabet (1)“. ( , ) is some fixed
l

l

polynomial time computable pairing function with polynomial time inverses. A
denotes the comp!ement of A, and ,4 x B = {(x! Y)~AAY
-1.
The following table lists names and notation for the reducibilities of [6] that we
will use:
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polynomial

Name
time Turing reducibility

polynomial

time truth-table

polynomial

time positive truth-table

polynomial

time many-one
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reducibility
reducibility

reducibility

A set A is defined to be p-selective if there is a function f : 2* x C* + 2’
(i) f is computable in polynomial time,

so

that

(ii) f(x, y) = x or f(x, Y) = Y,
(iii) x EA or y ~A+f(x, Y)EA.
The function f is a selector for A. The selector is a choice function. Yet, p-selectivity
is not the same as nondeterminism.
We proved in [I 1] that to every tally language
A there exists a &-equivalent
p-selective set B; moreover, if A belongs to NP,
then so does B. It follows that there exist arbitrarily complex p-selective sets. The
first two theorems present some elementary properties.
Theorem 1. If A is p-selective, then A”is p-selective, A’ x A’ s g A, and A x A s E A.
Proof. Let f be a selector for A. A selector for /I is given by g(x, y) = if f’(x, y) =
y then x else y. Also, f many-one reduces A’ XA to A, and, by symmetry,
AxA<;A.
0
Theorem 2. A is p-selective if and only if there exists a set C in P so that A x A’ z C
andAxASc.
Proof. Let f be a selector for A. Define C = {(x, y) ],Q, y) = x}. If (n, Y)~EA x A,
then f(x, y) = X; hence (x, y) E C. If (x, y) E A’ x A, then f(x, y) = y ; hence (x, y) E c.
Conversely, given C in P so that A x A E C and A’ XA c c, define f(x, y) = if
(x, y) E C then x else y. It is easy to see that f is a selector fcr 4: ‘L!
The following interesting characterization
of p-selective ially languages is
analogous to one for semi-recursive sets [4]. Unfortunately,
we know of no such
characterization for arbitrary p-selective sets. At least in one direction, the following
result applies in general. If A is an initial segment of some polynomial time
computable
linear ordering < o of (0, l}*, then A is p-selective with selector
f(x, y) = if x Coy then x else y.
Theorem 3. A tally language L is p-selective if and only if L is an initiuI segment
of some polynomial time computable linear ordering of {I)“‘.
The proof is sufficiently similar to the proof of the corresponding
that it will not be given here.

result in [4]
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3. PdynomiaA time positive reducibility

We begin by introducing this notion.
Defhition 1. A query machine M is positive if, for each :nput string x and oracle

set H, if M accepts x with oracle B and if Ba 2 B, then M accepts x with oracle
&. A set A is polynomial time positive reducible to B, A <FOS
B, if A is Turing
reducible to B in polynomial time by a positive query machine.
If M accepts x swith oracle B and if & I=IB, then queries to the oracle B which
have negative answers may very well have positive answers when made to the
oracle Ro. Suppose x is accepted by M and suppose that w is a query to the oracle
set with a negztivc respons e. According to the above definition, the query w cannot
affect the outcome of the computation if the oracle set is enlarged to include the
string w. The semantic condition imposed here is identical to the restriction placed
on truth-table evaluators in the definition of s;~,. Further, this is the exact semantic
condition held by ordinary truth-tables which correspond to Boolean formulas with
the operators h and v (negation excluded).
SL is simpler and more general than & because questions asked of the oracle
on a given input need not, under the new definition, be independent of each other.
This is an important distinction. On an input of length n to a positive polynomial
time query machine there are 2 2” potential questions of the oracle. But, a polynomial time truth-table generator on an input of length n can generate at most
some p(n) many queries, and these are all encoded by a string whose length is
bounded by some q(n), where p and q are polynomials. The reader is referred to
[6] for the definition of &. We have the following theorems.
Theorem 4, (i) A <itt B impl’es A G FOS
B.

(ii) ‘Fhereexist recursive seis A and B such that A s F,,S
6 urtd A 6 EB.
Part (ij is obvious. Part (ii) requires a diagonalization argument. We assume an
effective enumeration (g, e)i of all pairs of tt-condition generators g and tt-condition
evait:ator:, e with associated polynomia:l run times, so that g and e are both
time- bounded by the polynon:.ial pi.
oat (of part (2). We construct sets A and B SQthat LI =$,I3 according to the
following procedure:
reaci(x ) ;

2 := x;
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while
Izi<2*)xI-1 do
if zOEB
thenifslcB
then accept
else2 := 20
elseif zlEB
thenz := zl
else reject;
(~2~=2*~x(-l}
if zOcB
thenifzkB
then accept
else reject
else reject
end
else reject
A will be a subset of (0)“. Given an inp& 0” to the g;ocedure and an oracle set
B, at most 2n queries will be made, Thus; the algorithm can be implemented on
an oracle Turing machine in polynomial (ime. Also, the algorithm can easily be
seen to be positive. 0” will be accepted oti a given iteration of the while-do loop
only if, for the current value of z, both 20 and rl belong to B. Thus, if 0” is
accepted with an oracle set B and if Boz :B, then 0” will be accepted with oracle
set B. too.
We now construct A and B in stages. iinitially, A and B are both empty. At
stage i, choose m such that 2”-’ >~i(m) and so that A and B have thus far been
defined only on strings of length less than m. We will extend the definition of A
and B at stage i so that A S;“,B by the pair: (g, e),;.
Let Q be the set of queries generated when gi(Om) is computed. Then 2”-’ is
greater than the cardinality of Q. There must be a string al . . . ai,, where i < m,
set
X = {Omal, 01%1a2, . . . ,
that
such
al.. . ai E UA II*,
and
al=l,
ail} is not a subset of Q. For each x in Q such
0”a l...ai,Omal
...&O.OmUl...
that B is not yet defined at x, define x to belong to B, if x E X, and define x to
b+n_q to B otherwise.
Let n = max((2m) u{l& 4 in Q}). The definitions of A and B will now be extended so that A will be defined for all strings of length urn and B will be defined
for abl strings of length sn. Determine whether the itt-condition g(0’“) is e-satisfied
by B.
Case 1. g(0”) is e-satisfied by .B. Place all words of length srn not already
specified into A’. In particular, note hat 0” E ,?. Place all words of length s’n not
already specified into Is. It follows that 0” is not accepted by the above procedure.
Case 2. g(0”) is not e-satisfied by B. Place 0” into A. Place all other words of
length srn nst already specified into A”. Place ali words in X into B. But, place all
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other wc!rds of length sn rmoialready specified into fi. Thus, 0” is accepted
above procedure.
The diagonalization atgumrent clearly yields A SzB. .hhw~vex,
A
cF~JS
procedure. In fact, only wordls of the form 0” are in. A, and 0’” E A if and
iagonalization at some stage i and a set X exists as described
that provides a unique accepting comlputation path through the procedure.

by the
by the
only if
above
q

Since A is not polynomial Gme truth-table reducible to B, it is certainly not
polynomial time positive truth-table reduciible to lS either. Thus, c;,,, is strictly
weaker than grt,. Aiso, as with other cliagonalizations of this kind, A and B can
be constructed so that they both belong to DEXT.
The next theorem pinpoints the distinctilon between s;,-,~ and s:~,, and in fact
presents an attractive characterization of s Ftt. It is very similar to Proposition 3.4
of [6].
Theorem 5. A sPBttI!! if and only if there rk a positive oracle Turing machine M such
that A =Sp
pasB via Mand a polynomial time computab.lefunction f : {0, I}* -+(~(0,1)“)”
WCJZthat, for each input x to M, X only makes querres to B from the listf (x).

The proof from left to right is straightforward. The proof from right to left can
be seen from the theorem just cited (Proposition 3.4 [6]). NameIy, the conditions
on the right-hand side imply A &B, and by the additional hypothesis, positiveness,
it follows that A srtr B.

4. Basic properties

In the section following this one we will prove our main results concerning
reducibilities on NP. These results will depend on three basic results about positive
reductions to be developed in this section. To begin, though, we develop a characterization of positive reductions in terms of “computation trees”. Then, certain of
the algorithms to follow can be thought of as tree searches.
Let M be a time-bounded query machine. M together with an input word x
determines a binary computation tree T The root of T is labeled x. Every leaf is
labeled either “accept” or “reject”. Every internal node is labeled with a (query.
Every left branch is labeled “yes” and every right branch is labeled “no”, corresponding to whether the state following the query state is “yes” or “no”. 19.path
from tPie root to a leaf will be called an accept path (reject path) if the leaf is labeled
“accept” (“reject”).
Theorem 6. A time-bounded query machine is positive if and only if, for each input
string x and for each query node w in the computation tree determined by M and x,
if there is an accept path that contains w’s “no” branch, then, for each such path T
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and for each path T’ from the root to a leaf that contains w’s “yes” branch, if
whenever T and r’ both contain nodes with the same label wi and r contains ~1’s
5’yes” branch, then so does T’, then we may conclude that T’ is also an accept path.

The theorem is illustrated in Fig. 1.
x

accept
Fig. 1. x is an input word to a positive query machine M For convenience the branches are numbered.
Let 7 be the path (1,3,6). Then, Theorem 6 tells us that T’ = (I, 2,4) must be an accept path too. The
reason in this case is easy to see. The assertion that 7 is an accept path is equivalent to stating that M
accepts x with oracle {wz). Since {wt, w2) z{w~}~ {wt, wp2)is also an accepting oracle set. Therefore, T’
must be an accept path.

Proof. Suppose first that A4 is not positive. Then there exists an input word x and
oracle sets B and Bo so that Bo 2 B, x is accepted by A4 with oracle B, but x is
not accepted by M with oracle Bo. It must be the case that M’s computation on
x with oracle B is not the same as M’s computation on x with oracle Bo. Since M
is deterministic and M on x begins in a unique configuration, there must be a query
w which has a “no” response when B is the oracle set and which returns a “yes”
response when B. is the oracle set. Thus, there is a node labeled w in the computation
tree determined by A4 and X, and there are paths 7 and T’ through w such that 7
contains this node’s ‘“no” branch and T is an accept path, while r’ contains this
node’s “yes” branch and 7’ is a reject path. IIowever, for every ~1, since Bo 2 8,
if r and 7’ both go through nodes labeled wl and if r contains ~1’s “yes”’ branch,
then 7’ must also contain wl’s “yes” branch. Thus 7 and r’ meet the criteria in the
statement of the theorem, except that 7’ is not an accept path. This completes the
proof in one direction.
Conversely, suppose there is an input word x such that the computation tree
determined by A4 and x contains a node labeled w and contains paths 7 and 7’
through w such that T is an accept path that contains w’s “no”’ branch and 7’ is a
reject path that contains w’s “yes” branch. Suppose further that for every query
w1 which is a label on both 7 and T’, if T contains wl’s “yes” branch, then so does
7’. Let B be the set of all queries w such that w is a label on +rand 7 contains w’s
“yes” branch. Let B’ be defined similarly for T’. Let C be the set of [all queries w
in B that are not labels on 7’. Deffine B. = B’ u C’. Then, Bo 2 B, A4 does accept x
with oracle B, but M does not accept x with oracle DO.Thus iW is not positive. a
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With this characterization in hand, we now turn to the basic properties of <Las.
Theorem 7. If B

E NP

and A s ~J3, then A

E NJ?.

n-f.
Let A41be an N&acceptor for B and 1e:tMz be a posjitive query machine
that accepts A with oracle 23. An NP-acceptor, M, is defined far A as follows: On
input x to M, M begins to simulate A42. Whenever Mz writes a query w on its
query tape and goes into its query state, then M next behaves like Ml with input
w. If Mt accepts w, then M returns to its simulation of 1M;!entering the “yes” state.
If MI does not accept w, then M returns to its simulation of Mz entering the “no”
state, M wit1 accept its input x if and only if M in its simulation of MS accepts X.
If x E A, then Mi with oracle B accepts X. M can correctly simulate M2 by
choosing a correct (that is, accepting) computation of Ml for each query w which
does belong to B, Thus,if x E A, then some computation of M will. accept X.
We now show that if M accepts X, then x E A. Suppose M has an accepting
computation on input x and let (y . . . , y,, zl, . . . , z,} be the set of all queries
made by M in this computation (when M is simulating i&) {yl, . , yn} is to be
the set of all queries which M while simulating Ml subsequentlykcepted,
and
(219***1 z,,,] is to be the set of all queries which in this mode were not accepted.
Since each y, 1 s i s n, is accepted by Ml, {yl, . . . , yn}s B. However, we cannot
conclude that (21,. , .,zm}
is a subset of B. Write {z~,...,z,,,}=
,,..,Ui,ul,...,
vi}, i+j=m,where{ul,..
.,ui}C_B and{vl, * . . , vi) z B.
bl
We have seen that M2 accepts x with oracle {JT~,. . . , y,}. In fact, M2 accepts x
with any oracle that includes {yl, . . . , yn} and excludes {zl, . . . , 2,). Thus, M;!
accepts x with oracle B - {vl, . . . , vi). Since ,Mz is positive and B 2 B - (~1, . . . , vi},
-k?~roostaccept x with oracle B. Thus, x E 14, Hednce,we may conclude that x E A
iff M accepts x. I2
1,

.

The following result finally ties together the two notions, polynomial timebounded positive reducibility and p-selectivity. If P f NP and if one can determine
the existence in NP - P of a p-selective set ,cL,then as a consequence of the following
theorem, a set A in NP - P such tkrt A Ci,$f would be located. This is the sort of
application the next section will contain.
eorem 8. FOPall sets A, A ,EP if and only if A..6L0,A’ and A is p-selective.

Proof. If A E P, then A sppasA’ ancl A is p-selec:;ive follow trivially. A proof in the
other direction is required. Let M be a positive query machine that witnesses
&Gpm;A and let f be a selector for &4.VVegive a decision procedure for A: Given
an input word x9simulate the query machine M on X. Whenever M writes a query
w on its query tape and goes ;r+11L~the query state, compute f (x,IV).If f(x, w) = x,
then continue simulation of M with M entering the “yes” state..If f (x, w) = w, then
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continue to simulate M with A4 entering the “no” state. The pro<edure is to accepf
x if the resulting computation of M accepts X, and is to reject x otherwise.
It is clear that the procedure runs in polynomial time, but correctness is not at
all obvious. We show first that only words in A are accepted. Thus, let x be a word
thaf is accepted. If, for each query w to the oracle A’ that is generated, simulation
of -44 continues from the “yes” state just in the case that w E A, and simulation
continues from the “no” state just in the case that w &A, then x E A because M
witnesses A cp
.posA. Let us assume that there exists a query w such that either
(1) simulation continues in the “yes” state but w E A, or
(2) simulation continues in the “no” state but w E A’.
Suppose the first alternative is true. Then, f(x, w) = X. Hence, the fact that w E A
implies x E A. Now, assume that the first alternative is false, but that for some
query w the second alternative is true. Thus, M accepts its input x with an oracle
B such that B ,cA, because whenever simulation of A4 continues in the “yes” state,
w E A. Since A4 is positive, it follows that A4 accepts x with t>racle A’. Thus, x E A
in this case too. So only words in A are accepted by the decision procedure.
To show that every word in A is accepted by the procedure, let x E A. The query
machine A4 with oracle A’ accepts X. Therefore, if the procedure’s computation path
on input x is identical to M’s accepting path with oracle A’ on X, then of course the
procedure accepts X. Thus, assume that there is a query w such that the procedure’s
computation
after determining f(x, w) is different than M’s computation
after
calling its oracle A’. There are two possibilities. Either
(1.) MZ& bu: f(x, w) = w and the procedure continues simulation of M with M
entering the “no” state, or
(f!) w E A, but f(x, w) = x and simulation of M continues with A4 entering the
“yes” state.
The first of these logical alternatives cannot occur because w E A’ and x E A implies
f (x, IV)= x. That is, whenever the procedure in its simulation of A4 enters the query
state with a query w E 2, it subsequently continues its simulation of M with A!
entering the “yes” state. The procedure’s computation
on input x is therefore
equivalent to a computation of A4 on x with some oracle B, where A’ cz B. NOW
we are done. Since M is a positive query machine and A’ E 8, we see that x is
accepted by the procedure. Tkrefore,
the procedure accepts exactly the set A, and
AEP.
0
The final basic result is an algorithm that, given a positive query machine A4
such that M witnesses A spposBand given a selector f for B, on input x outputs a
finite set of queries I, so that x E A ti I c B. Essentially, the algorithm searches the
computation. tree determined by M and x, with the selector determining which
branches are to be searched. In the special case OBA 6FttB a significant pruning
of the computation tree is achieved. Indeed, the most interesting consequence of
this algorithm is Corollary 11, which states that if A srttB and 13 is p-selective,
then A S: B and A is also p-selective.
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Let B be p-sele~ri~~~~
with selector fucar-tionJ Extend the definition off to arbitrary
finite sets of words by the following induction:

fCU1
l***?Un+l)=f(f(Ul,...?Un)~Un+l).
is
un}, define f(U) = f(ul, . . . , u,). Then, UnB#lb++f(U)EB
For U=(ul,...,
easily proved by induction.
If f is a selector for B, let f denote a selector for @aThen 7 can also be extended
to finite s,ets. Enthis case, we have U c_B ++f( U) E B.
ml. M is a positive query machine that witnesses A &B.
B is p-selective
with selector ,F.B Z G* and B # 0. Let a. be a fixed word in B and let b be a fixed
word in 8. Q, 2, and T are set variables that range over sets of oracle queries. Input
to the algorithm is a word X. The output is a finite set of queries, the final value
ofi,sothatrEAc+Ic,B.
begin

read(x);
{step 1)
simulate M on x with the empty oracle;
if A4 accepts then I := {a} and halt;
{step 2)
simulaie M on x with the universal oracle;
if M does not accept then I := {b} and ha&;
(step 3)
Q := 0;
r := 0;
repeat
I:= T;

simulate M on x with oracle I;
Q := set of all queries generated;
if M on .\: with oracle I does not acceipt
then begin
u := f(Q-4);

T := Iu(u)
end
eke T := I
until! T = I
lend.

9, The algorithm terminates and is correct. That is, assuming the conditions
stated in the algorithm, A =(x 1the final value of I is a finite subset of B). The
running Timeis a polynomial in
,
iI!
i
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(1) the length of the input word x and
(2) the number of distinct queries occurring as labels in the computcliion tree
determined by M and x.

Proof. Termination on all input words will be shown first. Since M is a polynomial
time-bounded query machine, the computation tree determined by M and x
contains at most say 2P(‘x”queries. To prove that the algorithm terminates, it suflices
to consider the case that Step 3 is reached. Each repetition either explicitly causes
the repeat-until loop to terminate or I becomes I u {u). I becomes I u {u} in the
case that M on x with oracle I does not accept. If Q = 1, then running M ornx
with oracle I is equivalent to running Iw on x tith the universal set. But, we are
assuming that running M on x with the universal oracle does accept; hence, Q # .I.
Thus, Q -I # 8. Since u = f(Q - 11, it follows that !f E Q -I. Hence:, U&I. The
cardinality of .d increases by 1 each repetition. Since the size of I is bounded by
the number of queries occurring as labels in the computation tree, it follows that
the algorithm eventually terminates.
We argue now that x E A implies I c B’ for the final value of -1.If M accepts x
with the empty oracle, then I = {a} is clearly a subset of B. If M with the universal
oracle does not accept X, then M does not accept x with oracle B either, since M
is positive. Hence, in this case we could not have x EA. Now, suppose Step 3 is
reached. Initially, since M with the empty oracle does not accept, whereas M with
oracle B does accept, one of the queries in Q must belong to B. So, u = f (0 - @)=
f (0) E B. Thus, T = (u} c B. New& assume as induction hypothesis that T s B
before an iteration of the loop. If M accepts x with oracle I, I = T, tlhen the loop
terminates with T = I. Hence, in this case the final value of I is a subset of B.
Suppose M does not accept x with oracle 1, where I = T. Since M does accept x
with oracle B, and I c B, B must contain a query in Q -I. So, B contains f(Q -I).
Thus, the value of T after an iteration, T = I u { f (Q -I)}, is still a subset of B.
Therefore, the final value of I is a subset of B.
The converse is now proved, namely, if the final value of I is a subset of B, then
x E A. If the algorithm terminates after executing Step 1, then M accepts x with
the empty oracle; so, by positiveness, M accepts x with oracle B. Thus, x EA.
Since b E g, it is easy to see that the algorithm does not halt at Step 2. Therefore,
M must accept x with the universal oracle. <Assumethat Step 3 is reached. Let If
be the final value of I. We will show that x is accepted by M with oracle If- It is
then easy to see that x E A. Namely, since 1; c B and M is positive, M accepts x
with oracle B. Hence, x E A. Since If is a subset of B, at each iteration the current
value of I, say I=, is a subset of B. Suppose M does not accepl the input x with
oracle I=. Then Q # IC because Q = IC is equivalent to running M on x with the
universal oracle, which we already concluded must accept. Thus, T becomes & w {u),
where U&I,, and the loop does not yet terminate. Hence, when the loop does
terminate, it must be because M accepts x with oracle 1f. This is what we needed
to prove.
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We now discuss timings. Steps 1 and 2 clearly talke polynomial time. The number
of executiorns of the loop in Step 3 is bounded by the number of distinct queries
in the: computation tree determined by 1M and x. Call this bound k. I is enc:oded
as a word of length a polynomial in k!, and of course each member of I has length
a potynomiai in 1x1.During each execution of the loop, simulation of A4 on A:with
ora& I takes polynomial time except for the searches of queries to I. There are
at most a polynomial number of query searches to I, and each of these is linear in
the length of I, The size of Q is polynlomial bounded. Moreover, Q can be encoded
as a word of polynomial length within polynomial time. Computing Q -I again
requires a polynomial number of linear time searches through I. Thus, we conclude
that the running time of the algorithm is a polynomial in (1) the length of the input
word and (2) the bound k. Cl
In general, for some polynomial p, the bound k in the above proof is 2’(“‘).
Corollary 10.If A s WS
’ B and B is p-selective, where B f Ib and B # S*, then, for
some polynomial p, A is man y-one reducible to B by a function g computable in time

#%o& Let f7 be a selector for B’. To compute g(x), apply the algorithm and set
g(x)=~((l).~~en,xEAolcBog(x)EB.

El

If ASPWB by a positive query machine 1M with the property that for each x,
the set of distinct queries in the computation tree determined by A4 and x can be
encoded as ;a word in polynomial time, and if B is p-selective, where B # 8 and
B f Z*, then A :s: B.
CoroIIary 11.. If A S’ pttB and B is p-selective, where B # Q)and B Z 21”, then A SE B

and A is p-selective.

Proof. A G: B follows from the preceding remark and Corollar!; 10. P-selectivity
of A is easy to prove, using the facts that A s i B and B is p-selective. q

In this section we show how to use the techniques introduced in [1 l] with the
resuits of the previous section in order to distinguish polynomial time reducibijities
on NP. Recall that a talky language is a subset of {l}*. Also recall the well-known
result [2] that NP- P oontains a tally language if and only if nondeterministic
exponeutiaH time acceptance is not equivalent to deterministic exponential time
recognizability (notation, NEXT #
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Theorem 12. For every tally language A there exist sets B and Ouch
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that

(0 B &A,

(ii) A <FB,
(iii) C <:A,
(iv) A &C,
W
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

B ~;&,
CszB,
B is p-selective, and
if C ks p-selective, then C E P.

The corollaries to this theorem are the main results in this paper, so we give
these prior to the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 13. Let A be any tally language not Jn P. Then, there exist &equivalent
sets B and C such that C sz B, but C Sitt B. Also, B SFOSB.
Proof. By (iv), since A is not in P, neither is C. Thus, C is not p-selective.
by (vii) and Corollary 11, C Y$ B, By (vii) and Theorem 8, B Y$,~ B. 0

Thus,

It is interesting to observe that reducibilities can in this way be distinguished
without any use of diagonalization, except, of course, for the standard diagonalization that is implicit in obtaining A not in P. In contrast, essentially this result is
obtained in [6] by a rather intricate diagonalization
argument. Moreover, since
&
is not given by any syntactic condition on machines, there cari be no way to
diagonalize over the class of all sFos -reductions. In particular, this is the first proof
of existence of a reduction (namely, B GL B) that is not a s&-reduction
or that is
not a =& -reduction.
Corollary 14. If DEXT # NEXT, then there exist sets B and C such that
(i) BE NP-P,
(ii) B G:~, C,
(iii) C Q: B,
(iv) c SFtt B, and
(v) -g S;os B.
Proof. On hypothesis DEXT f NEXT, there exists a tal!!; language A in NP - P.
Since B &,A,
B E NP (using Theorem 7). By (ii), B& P. C SFttB, as s,bove. B is
p-selective. Thus, by Theorem 8, if g 6 FosL?, then B would belong, to P. Thus,
B&&B.
q
For any polynomial time reducibility <r, an s y-degree is defined to be an
equivalence class given by the equivalence relation =r whirk 3s defined over the
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class c-f all recursive sets. A s r-degree is said to be an NP &degree
a set iq NP.

if it contains

ary IS. tf NEXT # DEXT, then there +existsan NP s L-degree not equal to
P which consists of at least two 6F0, -degrees. In addition, there exists an NP
sr,&egree which consists of a single &-ddegree.

But, by the previous corollary
proof, The sets B and B are clearly &equivalent.
-degrees.
Also,
it
follows
from Corollary 11 that
B and B h eiong to distinct sLS
Cl
the GFig-degree of W consists of single &degree.
If sufficiently strong hypothesis ab<tut the exponential time classes is made, thzn
. .
rt 1s lz!zssible to cause & and SK to differ on NP, so that both of the sets Et‘and
C belong to KP. The following corollary is due to a lovely observation made by
Wilson [ la4-J
G~ronla~y16. Assume NEXT’ A CONEXT# DEXT. Then, there exist sets B and C
in NP-P such t!zatB $,Cand
C&&S, but CT&B.
Proof. If NEXT n coNEXT f DEXT, then the padding argument of [?$Iapplies in
order to obtain a tally language A such that A e (NP n coNP) - P. Apply Theorem
12 to A as in the proof of Corollary 14. Using Theorem 12(iii), and the NP-acceptors

for both PLand A in place of the orac?e, it is easy to see that C belongs to NP.

U

We turn now to the groof of thr: theorem. The constructions are essentially the
same as those in Theorem 5 [ 1l].
llproolfof Theorem 12. Let A be a tally language. Define C c: {0, 1)” so that for
each n 3 1, C contains exactly one strkg of length n : The string x = x1 . . . xn is to
belong to C if and only if:
xi = 1, if 1’~ A,
xi =Q,

and

otherwise (i = 1, . . . , n).

Let G denote ordinary dictionary ordering of binary strings with 0 < 1. Define
B = (x I3y[y e C&x G y]}. If x E B and y G x, then y E B. In fact, B is an initial
segment of the linear ordering s .aThus, B is p-selective with selector f defined by
f (x, y) = if x S y tlhen x else y.

The following algorithm demonstrates B sF~,A. Let J: E {0, 1}* be written x =
x1 . . exn.
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1;

l

repeat
ifxi=l and l’&A
then reject input and halt;
ifxi=Oand 1’EA
then accept input x and halt;
1‘:=

i+l

until (accept or reject or i = n);
if xn =Oor 1’kA
then accept else reject;

The computation is clearly polynomial time in A and can easily be seen to be
positive. In fact, rejection is only possible if a symbol xi = 1 and the corresponding
string 1’ does not belong to the oracle set. So, the addition of strings 1’ to the
oracle set cannot cause previously accepted strings x to become rejected. Thus,
B sFo,A. Further, the set of all possible queries (1, 12, . . . , 1”) can be listed in
advance. Thus, by Theorem 5, we have B cFt,A.
A minor alteration to the above algorithm yields part (v), B G:*~C.
C <;A is immediate from the definition, Since A E {l}“, ‘weagain have C g y(A.
Thus, part (iii) is proved.
The following algorithm determines whether x = x1 . . . xn belongs to C using B
as oracle.
l

1

.-l

1
{the empty string}

a = A;

repeat
if xi=1
thenifcvkZ3
thencu:=cul
else reject input and halt
else if a! 1 E B
then reject input and halt

else a! := a0;
I‘:=

i+l

until i>n;

accept;
To see that the algorithm is correct, observe that if xi = 1, then B can contain
strings with 1 in the ith position, but if xi = 0, then B csnnot contain such strings.
The algorithm is a G: reduction because {.x1,x1x2, . . . , x1 . . . x,) is the set of all
clueries to the oracle. Thus, (vi) is proved.
0
The remaining parts, (ii), (iv), and (viii) are proved in [ll].
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6. Setf

reductions

In the theory of recursively enumerable sets all “natural” r.e. sets are either
complete or recursive. Thus, the theory of r.e. sets is largely the study of pathologies
that elucidate the structure of the r.e. sets. We do not yet know whether all natural
sets in NP are either NP-complete or belong to P. But, we can again expect that
it js the artificially constructed pathological set in NP that can illuminate the structure
of the class NP. The substance of t’G section is to show that p-selective sets in NP
are pathological.
rre property that the natural sets in NP do possess is “positive-self-reducibility”.
We will show that positive-self-reducible plus p-selective implies Imembership in
P. Ss”nForr [ ;20]used a notion of ‘self-reducibility” in order to show that the natural
functional problem associated with many decision problems in NP is polynomial
time redueibie to the decision [problem. Schnorr applied these observations to show
the ru,istence of optimal programs for certain of these problems. Valiant [ I.31 too
has stu.died questions of “evaluation vs. checking”. Meyer and Paterson [9 1 have
recer,tty given a more general definition of self-reducible than the earlier investigations and enumerate a list of self-reducible problems. The following definitions are
(with small variation) the ones due to Meyer and Paterson.
A partial order < on C* is OK if and only if
(i) every strictly decreasing chain is finite and there is a polynomial p such that
every finite c-decreasing ch;ain is shorter than p of the length of its maximum
t
element, and
(iii x < y implies 1x1s q(jyI), for some polynomial 4, and all x and y in C*.
DeWtim

2.

Defmitbn 3. A set A is self--reducible if and only if there is an OK partial order
and a query machine M such that n/r accepts A in polynomial time with oracle A
and, moreover, on any input x in E*, M asks its oracle only about words strictly
less than x in the partial order.
We will be concerned with sets that are <ztt -self-reducible:. (The query machine
SMin the definition also provides a sFtt -reduction,) It is known [9] that the following
problems are s$self-reducible:
ii) ~&-complete sets in NP,
(ii) graph isomorphism, and
(iii) integer factoring (suitably encoded as a recognition problem).
Theorcc,* 17. If A is GLEN
-self-reducible and p-selective t/m A E P.
Proof, Given an input word X, apply the main algorithm in Section 4 specialized
to the citse of Corollary 1.1. Either a word xl is output in polynomial time that is
strrctly 1~s~ than x in the partial ordering so that x E ,4 ti x1 E A, or the reduction
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procedure in polynomial time does one of accept or reject x without msking queries
to A. Assuming x1 is generated, iterate the process on the output xl* The result is
a strictiiy descending chain. Thus, the process must terminate in polynomial time. Cl
Coroll:ary 18. I’f B # NP, then no sitt -complete set in NP is p-selectiva.
To see this, if A is <Ftt-complete and p-selective, then, by Corollary 11, A is in
fact G L-complete. But, <L-complete sets are & -self-reducible, hence cannot be
p-selective unless P = NP.
Theorem 19. No G& -complete set in PSPACE is p-selective unless P - PSPACE.

Proof. This result is an application of Theorem 8. Let Q be the set of closed
quantifier propositional formulas that are true. Q is a well-known s:-complete
Thus, Q is not pset in PSPACE [7]. Also, Q <z 0, since FEQ+++%~.
selective unless P = PSPACE. Then, if A is a <F,t-complete set in PSPACE and
p-selective, Corollary 11 gives Q =$A and p-selective. Thus, A cannot be pselective unless P = PSPACE. 0

7. Furf her directions

We indicate here some ideas and open problems.
First, what is the exact connection between tally languages and p-selective sets?
to a tally language in NP? It would
Is every p-selective set in NP s&quivalent
be useful to obtain techniques for constructing p-selective sets in NP other than
the one given in Theorem 12.
Is there a &complete
p-selective set in NP? If so, then &complete
and
6 $,-complete (or < $ -complete) are not the same. Does GFO,-complete imply
&-complete,
and does cFt,-complete imply &complete?
If for each set A in NP there exists an &equivalent
(or &equivalent)
set B
in NP that is not p-selective, then our results (Corollaries 14 and 16) could be
strengthened to obtain sets C and D, both in NP-P, so that C &D (or C <LO,
respectively), but C &,D under the hypothesis DEXT# NEXT. One way to
approach this problem is to construct, for each set A in NP, a &equivalent
set
B in NF’ that is <ztt- self-reducible. This approach is closeiy related to work of
Borodin and Demers [ 11,and as a consequence of their results, obvious constructions
cannot work. As a final remark, note that the p-selective set B in NP constructed
in Theorem 12 is not &- self-reducible. Nevertheless, we do not have a solution
to the conjecture raised in [l] (ilamely, there exists a set in NP- P tlat is not
self-reducible) because the notions of “self-reducible” used here and in t lat paper
differ somewhat.
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